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Abstract Contextual polarity ambiguity is an important

problem in sentiment analysis. Many opinion keywords

carry varying polarities in different contexts, posing huge

challenges for sentiment analysis research. Previous work

on contextual polarity disambiguation makes use of term-

level context, such as words and patterns, and resolves the

polarity with a range of rule-based, statistics-based or

machine learning methods. The major shortcoming of these

methods lies in that the term-level features sometimes are

ineffective in resolving the polarity. In this work, opinion-

level context is explored, in which intra-opinion features

and inter-opinion features are finely defined. To enable

effective use of opinion-level features, the Bayesian model

is adopted to resolve the polarity in a probabilistic manner.

Experiments with the Opinmine corpus demonstrate that

opinion-level features can make a significant contribution

in word polarity disambiguation in four domains.

Keywords Sentiment disambiguation � Bayesian model �
Sentiment analysis � Opinion-level features

Introduction

Opinion mining research has made significant progress in

the past decade. Many systems have been developed, some

of which also commercialized to achieve either document-

level sentiment analysis or fine-grained opinion mining [2,

4]. Challenging issues in sentiment analysis are many.

Much of the research attention is given to subjectivity

detection and sentiment classification. For the case where

corpora are available on product reviews, some research

efforts have been made on opinion holder/target extraction.

Turney and Littman [18] claimed that word polarity

ambiguity is an unavoidable challenge. Unfortunately, not

much research work is attracted until a relevant SemEval-

2010 task was conducted on disambiguating sentiment-

ambiguous adjectives (DSAA) [20]. For the first time, the

task organizers provided 2,917 test sentences to 17 par-

ticipant systems to disambiguate sentiment polarity of 14

Chinese adjectives. Today, sentiment analysis research

steps into the era of finely grained aspect-based opinion

mining, in which sentiment keywords play a vital role as

features in machine learning methods or as key elements in

rule-based methods. Resolving sentiment polarity of a

word now becomes a necessity.

Previous work including systems in SemEval-2010

DSAA task concentrates on adjectives in news. Two lim-

itations are worth noting. Firstly, adjectives are just part of

the sentiment-ambiguous words. There are many nouns and

verbs which give different sentiment polarity in different

context. Ignoring these words is fatal to opinion mining

systems. Secondly, sentiment-ambiguous words appear

much more frequently in reviews created by social media

and e-commerce. The major battlefield is reviews. In this

work, we conduct research in reviews and address senti-

ment-ambiguous words of all types. We first define the
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problem and then summarize our proposal and

contributions.

Problem Definition

Similar to the well-known word sense disambiguation (WSD)

task, word polarity disambiguation (WPD) aims at resolving

polarity of the sentiment-ambiguous words in a specific con-

text. Formally, we address the WPD problem as follows:

Given a sentiment-ambiguous word w and a certain

context X which is usually a sentence, WPD attempts to

predict a deterministic polarity. With a probabilistic model,

the process is formalized as:

l� ¼ argmax
l2f1;�1g

Pðljw;XÞ; ð1Þ

where l denotes a polarity which is usually positive (1) or

negative (-1).

Two questions will be addressed in this paper:

Q1: What should be considered as effective context in X ?

Q2: How is the probability Pðljw;XÞ accurately

calculated?

Question Q1 is answered by exploring features for word

polarity disambiguation, while question Q2 is a mathe-

matical problem which calculates the probability that the

word is assigned a polarity label.

Our Proposal and Contributions

In this work, we make use of two types of features with

opinion-level context in word polarity disambiguation:

intra-opinion features and inter-opinion features. The intra-

opinion features are mainly opinion components, i.e.,

opinion targets, modifying words and opinion indicating

ngrams (more details in ‘‘Intra-opinion Features’’ section).

These features can determine polarity of the sentiment-

ambiguous words if they do exist. When some of the fea-

tures are missing, we then rely on inter-opinion features to

assist our calculation. We consider conjunctions that con-

nect two sentences (or sub-sentences). Regarding word

polarity disambiguation, we adopt a Bayesian model,

which calculates polarity probability of a given word

within a given context based on posterior distributions that

are estimated from training/development data.

The following contributions are worth noting: First, it is

observed in this work that the opinion-level context is

effective in resolving polarity ambiguity of sentiment

words. Second, a Bayesian model can be designed to cal-

culate probability that the given sentiment word carries

certain sentiment polarity. An assumption of independence

is made among the features that influence the model.

Finally, substantial experiments have been conducted that

justify usefulness of the features in the opinion-level con-

text and the effectiveness of the proposed Bayesian model.

Paper Structure

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We sum-

marize related work in ‘‘Related Work’’ section. In Opin-

ion-Level Features’’ section, we define features employed

in our work. In ‘‘The Bayesian Model’’ section, we present

the Bayesian model that computes polarity probability with

these features. We report the simulation experiments car-

ried out, along with discussion in ‘‘Evaluation’’ section.

The paper is finally concluded in ‘‘Conclusions’’ section.

Related Work

Contextual polarity disambiguation is related to general

sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Next, we present an

overview of recent related work reported on sentiment

polarity disambiguation.

Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining

The sentiment analysis concept was initially formulated by

classifying text into positive, neutral and negative as an

orientation determination problem [9]. Later, Turney [17]

proposed to classify positive and negative reviews by

Thumbs Up and Thumbs Down. Further, SentiWordNet [8]

and SenticNet [3] are compiled. Sentiment lexicon was

proved necessary and important, which led to the appear-

ance of sentiment lexicons for other languages, including

Chinese [10] and Japanese [16]. Use of sentiment lexicon is

accepted as indispensable in sentiment analysis. Some

researches use sentiment keywords directly as features in

machine learning algorithms for sentiment classification.

Others use statistics based on sentiment keywords [23] and

linguistic patterns [14]. Since many sentiment keywords

present different polarity in different contexts, further

natural language processing (NLP) techniques have

become the popular approach for polarity classification [5].

In fine-grained opinion mining on product reviews, the

use of sentiment lexicon is a must. One sentiment word

may imply two opinion polarities, while one sentence is too

short and leads to the sparse data problem in sentiment

classification. However, using sentiment words directly in

fine-grained opinion mining poses a serious polarity

ambiguity challenge.

Word Polarity Disambiguation

Turney and Littman [18] claim that sentiment-ambiguous

words cannot be avoided easily in a real-world application.
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In their work, they designed a point-wise mutual infor-

mation (PMI)-based algorithm to calculate sentiment ori-

entation of the sentiment word within a review corpus.

However unfortunately, word polarity disambiguation has

not attracted much research attention. Yi et al. [27] used a

lexicon and manually developed patterns to classify con-

textual polarity. Though the patterns were high-quality and

yielded quite high precision over the set of expressions, the

recall was rather low. Wilson et al. [19] proposed to rec-

ognize contextual polarity of all instances of words from a

large lexicon of subjectivity clues that appeared in the

corpus. The lexicon included not only adjectives, but

nouns, verbs, adverbs and even modals. Popescu and Et-

zioni [13] use relaxation labeling algorithm to recognize

the contextual polarity of words that were at the heads of

select opinion phrases. Features were used to represent

conjunctions and dependency relations between polarity

words. And expressions were limited either to those that

targeted specific items of interest, such as products and

product features, or to tuples of adjectives and nouns. Ding

et al. [6] adopted a holistic lexicon-based approach to

resolve the ambiguity problem by exploiting external

information and evidences in other sentences and other

reviews. Qiu et al. [15] proposed to combine lexicon-based

methods and corpus-based methods to first determine the

sentence polarity. They simply assigned the sentence

polarity to the polarity of the sentiment polarity words in

the sentence. Wu and Wen [21] proposed a knowledge-

based unsupervised method to automatically disambiguate

dynamic sentiment-ambiguous adjectives with a search

engine. Interestingly, pattern-based and character-based

methods were exploited to infer sentiment expectation of

nouns, which is in turn applied to determine the polarity of

adjectives.

The SemEval-2010 task on disambiguating sentiment-

ambiguous adjectives [20] was an important event that

advanced research on word polarity disambiguation. For

the first time, sentiment words and test dataset (in Chinese)

were provided by the organizers. To disambiguate the

sentiment-ambiguous adjectives, Yang and Liu [26] made

use of heuristic rules; Xu et al. [25] exploited various

heuristics such as collocation and word similarity; Balahur

and Montoyo [1] explored methods based on classification,

search and rules; Lu and Tsou [11] combined maximum

entropy and lexicon. Pak and Paroubek [12] adopted a

classifier trained with tweet annotations. We summarize

four limitations of the SemEval-2010 systems. First, the

systems target adjectives while noun and verb can also play

ambiguously in sentiment expression. Second, the popular

methods are still knowledge-based though some pre-

liminary machine learning methods have been explored.

Third, the systems handle news report. Lastly, all the sys-

tems are built on term level. All terms are viewed equally

in word polarity disambiguation. In handling reviews, the

systems inevitably suffer the serious sparse data problem

since reviews are normally too short to match any rules.

Difference of this work lies in three aspects: First, we

deal with reviews which are rather different from news

reports in nature. Second, we explore probabilistic models,

which have never been employed in word polarity disam-

biguation. To train our models, we collect a large volume

of raw reviews as development data to address issues

caused by the small training data. Third, we build our

method on opinion level. That is, terms in our method are

classified into different opinion elements, such as opinion

target and modifying constituent. We design the Bayesian

model to exploit and quantify their contribution in word

polarity disambiguation.

Opinion-Level Features

In this work, features for word polarity disambiguation are

defined on opinion level. Generally speaking, we consider

two groups of features in this work. First, we consider

intra-opinion features, which are actually opinion ele-

ments. We can safely assume that opinion elements make a

different contribution to word polarity disambiguation.

Then, we consider inter-opinion features, which are helpful

in connecting two opinions, say conjunction words. In this

section, we describe the two types of features with

examples.

Intra-opinion Features

The intra-opinion features refer to opinion elements which

help to present the opinion thoroughly. Practically, we

observe the elements in the aforementioned 6 tuples one by

one to assess their contributions to word polarity

disambiguation.

Xia et al. [22] made effective use of sentiment units in

sentiment analysis. Their key observation was that in sub-

jective text, a sentiment unit contains sentiment word, mod-

ifying word and negation word. We further investigate and

advance this theory to model the concept of an opinion unit

which is represented with a 6 tuples \h; t;w;m; n; I[ , in

which h represents opinion holder, t opinion target, w senti-

ment word (i.e., to be disambiguated in terms of polarity), m

modifying word(s), n negation word and I a set of indicative

words. In this work, we view these elements as candidates of

features for word polarity disambiguation. The following

opinion elements are found useful:

• Opinion target

• Modifying word

• Indicative words
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We exclude opinion holder as our feature in this work. This

is because reviews are usually created in social network or

e-commerce Web sites; thus, author information is con-

tained (i.e., the registered user name). So when one deals

with reviews, h is usually ignored. Thus, we obtain a

revised opinion unit with 5 tuples \t;w;m; n; I[ . Note

that social analysis based on user information can be useful

to sentiment analysis, but we focus on textual content for

word polarity disambiguation in this work. The intra-

opinion features are described as follows:

1. Opinion target

Our study shows that opinion target plays an important role

in word polarity disambiguation. This observation is

obvious. Let us first examine the example reviews con-

taining opinion target in Table 1.

We notice that within the reviews in Table reftab:target,

polarity of the sentiment words depends highly on the

opinion targets. For example, the sentiment word (improve)

gives a positive sentiment with the opinion target (perfor-

mance) in comment (1) and a negative sentiment with the

opinion target (price) in comment (2). This law works

perfectly for all the four examples.

However, less than 50 percent online reviews contain

opinion target. In many reviews, opinion target is missing

or out-of-vocabulary. In these cases, we need to define

extra features to resolve the polarity ambiguity.

2. Modifying word

For presentation convenience, we first define the modifying

word. We term a word as modifying word if it syntactically

modifies the sentiment word. In practice, we make use of

dependency parser to recognize the modifying word.

In cases where the opinion target is not found in

reviews, we use the modifying word as a feature in this

work. Table 2 gives some example reviews in which

opinion target is not mentioned.

In Table 2, we find that the modifying words are also

indicative in word polarity disambiguation. On reading

these reviews, one can infer the sentiment polarity sub-

consciously even without the opinion target. For example,

in the review (Irresistible small), the modifying word

(irresistibly) can clearly indicate that the polarity of word

(small) is favorable. In our corpus, we find 178 unique

modifying words with the sentiment word (small). This

shows that the modifying words are significant for polarity

disambiguation.

3. Indicative words

Besides opinion target and modifying word, some words in

reviews can also be indicative. We define an indicative

word as the word that still helps resolve polarity ambiguity

without being an opinion target or modifying word. Again,

we first give some example reviews in Table 3, in which

the indicative words are contained.

It can be seen from Table 3 that opinions are very

flexibly given in reviews. From a linguistics point of view,

indicative words are still modifying constituents. However,

in most cases, it is difficult to recognize the modifying

words. We collectively term these as indicative words. For

example, in review in Table 3, the indicative words include

(truly), (excited), (vague) and (keyboard). Using these

words as features to disambiguate word polarity can be

promising. In review (1), one can easily figure out a

positive polarity of the sentiment word (small) when

indicative words(truly) and (excited) are given. Next,

looking at review (2), one can see that it is not difficult to

infer a negative sentiment with indicative words (hesitate)

and (for a while). We can thus safely conclude that

indicative words are indeed important in resolving polarity

ambiguity. We also notice that a single indicative word

cannot function effectively on its own. For example in

review (1), (truly) as an indicative word cannot give a clear

tendency on sentiment polarity. It must be combined with

(excited) to indicate a positive sentiment. Instead, if it is

combined with (disappointed), the implied polarity then

Table 1 Example reviews containing opinion targets (where S. word

refers to the sentiment word)

Review S. word Opinion

target

Polarity of

the S. word

(1) (Performance is

greatly improved)

(Improve) (Performance) Positive

(2) (Price is increased

too much)

(Increase) (Price) Negative

Table 2 Example reviews containing a modifying word

Review S. word Modifying

word

Polarity of

the S. word

(1) (Truly too small) (Small) (Too) Negative

(2) (Irresistible small) (Small) (Irresistibly) Positive

Table 3 Example reviews containing some indicative words

Review S. word Indicative

words

Polarity of

the S. word

(1) (Seeing such a small

mobile phone is truly

excited)

(Small) (Truly),

(excited)

Positive

(2) (Holding such a

small mobile phone

makes me hesitating

for a while)

(Small) (Hesitate),

(for a while)

Negative
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becomes the opposite. Thus, in this work, we consider

word ngrams in the word polarity disambiguation method.

For example, we consider (truly) (excited) and (vague)

(keyboard) as ngram features in our work.

Inter-opinion Features

Opinions are not independent of each other. For example,

two opinions can appear in one sentence. Two sentences

can be connected by a correlation word. Sometimes, the

window can be much larger. We define inter-opinion fea-

tures as the information that connects two or more opinions

in the following three types of context:

• Complex sentence: In a complex sentence, clauses are

connected with some correlative words. Opinions

appearing in different clauses can provide some infor-

mation for word polarity disambiguation.

• Discourse: In a discourse, two adjacent sentences are

connected by a conjunction word. Opinions appearing

in different sentences also hold certain relations, which

can help resolving polarity of the sentiment word.

• Application: In many applications, positive (Pro) opin-

ions and negative (Con) opinions are given separately

in two paragraphs (i.e., Pro and Con), respectively.

Thus, opinions in the Pro paragraph are uniformly

positive ones, while those in the Con paragraph are

uniformly negative ones. Thus, we take the pro–con

scenario features into consideration in word polarity

disambiguation.

Next, the inter-opinion features are elaborated as follows:

1. Sentence-level opinion correlation

In some complex sentences, a correlative word connects

two sub-sentences. Two examples are given in Table 4.

We can see in Table 4 that the correlative word is useful

in word polarity disambiguation. For example, in review

(1), the correlative word (but) connects two opposite

opinions. With this correlative word, we are able to figure

out polarity of the latter opinion based on the polarity of

the former. In this way, polarity ambiguity of (big) can be

resolved. Such an assumption is pretty safe in complex

sentences.

In grammar, the correlative word can be a conjunction or

an adverb, which is enumerable. However, the correlative

word cannot work alone in word polarity disambiguation.

We notice that to resolve the polarity, we must consider the

correlated opinion. For the review (1) in Table 4, polarity of

the correlated opinion is positive. Considering the correla-

tive word (but), we know polarity of the current opinion is

negative. As no negation is used in the current opinion, we

can safely infer that polarity of (big) is negative.

In this work, we consider six types of correlative words

(see Table 5). Note that there are more types of correlative

words, and we select the six as they give clear indication in

word polarity disambiguation.

Note that NIL in Table 5 represents that the correlative

word can be omitted in the coordinative complex sentence.

2. Discourse-level opinion correlation

Discourse reflects how narration transfers from one topic to

another in sentences. Similarly, opinions may transfer in

reviews from one polarity to another. Compared to a sen-

tence, a discourse usually contains multiple sentences. In

word polarity disambiguation, the discourse-level opinion

correlation is similar to sentence-level correlation except

for the learning window. Table 6 gives two discourses in

Table 4 Example review sentences containing a correlative word

Review S. word Correlative

word

Polarity of

the S. word

(1) (Quality is good,

but it is big)

(Big) (But) Negative

(2) (Screen resolution

is high, and it is big)

(Big) (And) Positive

Table 5 Six types of correlative words

Type Correlative

word

Example S.

word

Polarity

of the

S. word

Coordinative NIL/(also) (Screen is clear, also

big)

(Big) Positive

Successive (And) (Screen resolution is

high, and it is big)

(Big) Positive

Adversative (But) (Quality is good, but

it is big)

(Big) Negative

Concessive (Even if) (I won t consider

even if it is bigger)

(Big) Positive

Hypothetical (If) (It would be better if

the screen is

bigger)

(Big) Negative

Conditional (As long

as)

(I will consider as

long as it is bigger)

(Big) Negative

Table 6 Example review discourses containing correlative word

Discourse Correlative

word

S. word Polarity of

the S. word

(1) (Many merits: screen is

clear and bright. Speaker

is loud)

NIL (Big) Positive

(2) (Screen is clear and

bright. But speaker

is loud and frightens me)

(But) (Big) Negative
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which a correlative word connects two opinions into

sentences.

We usually detect a sentence boundary with punctuation

marks such as period (i.e., in Chinese). Thus, the discourses in

Table 6 all contain three sentences. We make an assumption

that in a discourse, the polarity of the opinionswill not change

unless a correlative word appears to alter the polarity. While

this assumption is not ideal for applying to complex sentences,

we have found that in many cases when discourses are

encountered, the assumption can yield substantial gains.

Similar to the sentence-level opinion correlation, we

represent the discourse-level opinion correlation again with

a 3 tuples. The window is enlarged to discourse, in this case.

3. Application-level opinion correlation

In many online e-commerce review sites, reviews are

structured so as to guide users to input Pro reviews and Con

ones separately. Figure 1 gives an example.

Figure 1 shows that opinions in the Merit field are all

positive and those in the Shortcomings filed are all nega-

tive. This provides us trustworthy evidence in word

polarity disambiguation. Note that application-level fea-

tures only work on those structured reviews. For such free

reviews, the application-level features are ignored.

The Bayesian Model

In general, we can safely assume that polarity of a senti-

ment word can be determined by certain observable context

Xw in the review. In this work, we only consider two

opposite polarity values: positive and negative, represented

by 1 and -1, respectively. We propose to resolve polarity

of w, i.e., .wð.w 2 f1;�1g ), within the context Xw with a

Bayesian model as follows:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wjXwÞ; ð2Þ

where pð.wjXwÞ is further calculated based on Bayes rule:

pð.wjXwÞ ¼
pð.wÞpðXwj.wÞ

pðXwÞ
: ð3Þ

As pðXwÞ is a constant, Eq. 2 can be further revised as

follows:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞpðXwj.wÞ: ð4Þ

In what follows, we describe how different contexts (Xw)

work in word polarity disambiguation.

The Term-Based Model

The assumption underlying the term-based model is tradi-

tional. That is, polarity of the sentiment keyword can be

resolved with term-level context. The typical term-level

features are ngrams. Letting giw represent one ngram, and

Xw ¼ fg1w; g2w; :::; gKwg represent the context where K

denotes number of features, we revise Eq. 4 as follows:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞpðg1w; g2w; :::; gKw j.wÞ: ð5Þ

Applying the independence assumption, we further revise

Eq. 5 as follows:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞ
YK

i¼1

pðgiwj.wÞ: ð6Þ

With a training corpus, we using maximum likelihood

estimation (MLE) to estimate pð.wÞ and pðgiwj.wÞ.
Two major drawbacks are worth noting in the term-

based model. First, Eq. 5 indicates that all the ngrams are

used as features in word polarity disambiguation. In fact,

many of them are not effective. This inevitably introduces

noise in the calculation. Second, Eq. 6 indicates that term-

level features are deemed independent of each other. This

is usually not true in reviews. As discussed in ‘‘Opinion-

Fig. 1 Example of Pro-Con style review from www.xitek.com, in which reviews are organized in three fields: general, merits (Pro) and

shortcomings (Con)
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Level Features’’ section, elements of opinion can help

resolving word polarity in different ways. Even opinion in

a context can influence polarity of the sentiment word. In

what follows, we describe the opinion-level model.

The Opinion-Based Model

We make a new assumption on word polarity disambigu-

ation: Polarity of the sentiment keyword depends highly on

opinion-level context. The underlying motivation is that

since polarity is part of an opinion, polarity of a sentiment

word should be more precisely resolved with opinion-level

context. Again, we start from Eq. 4 to incorporate opinion-

level features step by step, as below.

1. Polarity disambiguation with intra-opinion features

Based on the analysis in ‘‘Opinion-Level Features’’ section,

we use the opinion target tw, modifying word mw and

indicative words Iw as intra-opinion features. We consider

an opinion-level context Xw ¼ ftw;mw; Iwg for sentiment

word w. We first design an opinion-level Bayesian model

using the intra-opinion features: tw, mw and Iw. Equation 4

is first revised as follows.

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞpðtw;mw; Iwj.wÞ: ð7Þ

Applying the independence assumption, we further obtain:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞpðtj.wÞpðmj.wÞpðIj.wÞ: ð8Þ

We model the indicative words with ngrams Iw ¼
fg1I ; g2I ; :::; gLI g . Note that ngram of Iw is different from the

term-level ngram as the former considers only non-opinion

indicative words. Next, Eq. 8 is revised as follows.

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞpðtj.wÞpðmj.wÞ
YL

j¼1

pðgjI j.wÞ: ð9Þ

In Eq. 9, pðtj.wÞ; pðmj.wÞ and pðgjI j.wÞfj ¼ 1; :::; Lg are all

estimated with a training corpus.

In cases where some of the opinion-level features are not

explicitly given, we set pðtj.wÞ ¼ 1; pðmj.wÞ ¼ 1 and

pðIj.wÞ ¼ 1 accordingly. For the extreme case in which all

opinion-level features are missing, Eq. 9 becomes:

.�w ¼ argmax
.w2f1;�1g

pð.wÞ; ð10Þ

which indicates that polarity of the sentiment word in this

case is determined randomly by the polarity distribution

pð.wÞ. As no author intends to confuse the review readers,

this case scarcely happens for the ambiguous sentiment

words except that inter-opinion features are given, which

are discussed next.

2. Polarity disambiguation with inter-opinion features

Though the inter-opinion features influence polarity of the

ambiguous sentiment word linguistically at three levels

(i.e., sentence, discourse and application), the essential

evidence is correlation between opinions. We represent the

correlation with a 3 tuples: \Ow;Or; cw [ , in which Ow

denotes the current opinion containing the ambiguous

sentiment word w, Or the correlative opinion and cw the

correlative word that connects the two opinions. Polarity

(pol) of the current opinion Ow is determined as follows.

polðOwÞ ¼ polðOrÞ argmax
f2f1;�1g

pðfjcwÞ ð11Þ

in which pðf jcwÞ represents the probability that correlative

word cw implies a function of either coordinating (1) or

reversing (-1). They are both estimated using the training

corpus.

In our work, polðOwÞ is calculated as follows.

polðOwÞ ¼ .w ð�1ÞjNj ð12Þ

in which jNj represents the number of occurrences of

negation words. Thus

.w ¼ polðOrÞ ð�1ÞjNj argmax
f2f1;�1g

pðfjcwÞ ð13Þ

Equation 13 can be used to handle the context at sentence

level and discourse level. As for the application-level

context in which opinions in a whole paragraph hold the

same polarity, we perform preprocessing so as to detect

polarity of the paragraph polðparaÞ and replace f ðcwÞ with
it. Thus, we obtain the following:

.w ¼ polðOrÞ ð�1ÞjNj polðparaÞ ð14Þ

According to Eqs. 13 and 14, calculation of polðOrÞ is a

prerequisite to word polarity disambiguation. In most

cases, polarity of an opinion can be computed with intra-

opinion context. But for those unresolvable ones, we assign

polðOrÞ ¼ 0 to discard the inter-opinion features in word

polarity disambiguation. For the cases in which no cor-

relative word is found in the context, we assign a coordi-

nating function by default. That is, pð1jcwÞ is assigned 1

and pð�1jcwÞ assigned 0. This is safe for most cases.

3. The unified model

Observations show that intra-opinion features play an

essential role in word sentiment polarity. They help in

resolving polarity ofmost sentimentwords. As a supplement,

the inter-opinion features play a secondary role. They can

help in confirming a good prediction and improving confi-

dence. We let .Hw and .Uw represent polarity resolved with

intra-opinion features and inter-opinion features, respec-

tively. According to the above law, .Hw gives an initial
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orientation, while .Uw further enhances the orientation. We

propose the following model to unify the two models:

.w ¼ sign
�
.Hw j.Hw þ .Uw j

�
ð15Þ

Next, we discuss the effectiveness of the proposed unified

model in two scenarios:

• Scenario #1: Intra-opinion features and inter-opinion

features make same predictions.

According to Eq. 15, if .Hw ¼ 1 and .Uw ¼ 1, thus .w ¼
signð2Þ ¼ 1; if .Hw ¼ �1 and .Uw ¼ �1, thus .w ¼
signð�2Þ ¼ �1. In this scenario, .Uw confirms and enhances

.Hw .

• Scenario #2: Intra-opinion features and inter-opinion

features make conflict predictions.

According to Eq. 15, if .Hw ¼ 1 and .Uw ¼ �1, thus

.w ¼ signð0Þ ¼ 0; if .Hw ¼ �1 and .Uw ¼ 1, thus

.w ¼ signð0Þ ¼ 0. In this scenario, .Uw corrects .Hw .

4. Parameter estimation

The following parameters should be estimated with the

training corpus:

• pðtj.wÞ: The probability of the opinion target being

used in opinions regarding polarity (1: positive; -1:

negative). The opinion target t should appear in the

training corpus.

• pðmj.wÞ: The probability of the modifying word m

being used in opinions regarding polarity (1: positive;

-1: negative). The modifying word m should appear in

the training corpus.

• pðgjI j.wÞfj ¼ 1; :::; Lg: The probability of the indicative

ngram g
j
I being used in opinions regarding polarity (1:

positive; -1: negative). For zero-frequency cases, we

apply the add-one smoothing technique.

• pðf jcwÞ: The probability of the correlative word cw
being used in reviews regarding functions (1: coordi-

nating; -1: reversing). The correlative word word cw
should appear in the training corpus.

In this work, we use Opinmine corpus [24] for parameter

estimation. Details of the Opinmine corpus are given in

‘‘Setup’’ section.

Evaluation

Setup

The Polarity-Ambiguous Sentiment Words

The sentiment words used in this evaluation are automat-

ically extracted from the Opinmine corpus with the fol-

lowing steps employed in each domain:

1. Sort the sentiment words with count of occurrences of

the sentiment keywords appearing in the Opinmine

corpus;

2. Delete the words from the list which are judged as

holding a unique polarity in all reviews.

3. Select top 20 sentiment-ambiguous sentiment words

for evaluation.

The 20 sentiment words selected from the four domains are

presented in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. We find most of these

words are included in the SemEval-2010 Task on disam-

biguating sentiment-ambiguous adjectives [20].

Note that keywords appear for different number of times

in the four domains. So the 20 selected sentiment-ambig-

uous keywords are slightly different in each of the four

domains. The common keywords are obvious.

Training/Test Corpus

We use the Opinmine opinion corpus [24] as training/test

corpus in this evaluation. Four domains are involved in the

second version: digital camera, mobile phone, hotel and

restaurant. Statistics of the Opinmine corpus v2 are given

in Table 11.

As this work is focused on polarity disambiguation, we

only use reviews that contain the aforementioned senti-

ment-ambiguous keywords. We conduct experiments in

every domain separately. As opinion annotations are less

than 10K in each domain, we adopted the fivefold cross-

validation approach in the experiments.

The Opinmine corpus contains annotations in four

domains. As we do not investigate the cross-domain

method, we conduct experiments in the four domains,

separately.

Evaluation Metrics

The goal of the proposed method is to determine positive or

negative polarity of a sentiment keyword in a given con-

text. We thus naturally adopt accuracy as a measure of

evaluation, with accuracy defined as the proportion of the

correctly determined reviews within all test reviews.

Experiment 1: Different Methods for Word Polarity

Disambiguation

In this experiment, we intend to compare our proposed

Bayesian model-based method against the following state-

of-the-art methods for word polarity disambiguation:

• Pattern-based method (PTN): Patterns are finely

designed based on words in sentiment lexicon [27]

and applied in word polarity disambiguation. In this
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implementation, we use the HowNet [7] sentiment

lexicon to handle Chinese reviews.

• PMI-based statistical method (PMI): Point-wise mutual

information (PMI) is used to calculate sentiment

orientation of sentiment words within the review corpus

[18]. The starting seeds used in this work are translated

to Chinese in order to handle Chinese word polarity

disambiguation.

• Machine learning method (ML): A polarity classifier is

trained on the Opinmine corpus and then applied to

predict polarity of a sentiment word in a given context

[?].

• Bayesian model-based method (Bayes): Our proposed

method based on the Bayesian model is trained on the

Opinmine corpus to first obtain the model parameters.

These are then used to calculate the probability that a

sentiment word is assigned a certain polarity (in

accordance with Eq. 15).

Experimental results are presented in Table 12.

We can see from Table 12 that the word polarity dis-

ambiguation method based on Bayesian model outperforms

the baseline methods significantly in the four domains.

Firstly, the pattern-based method performs worse (i.e.,

Table 7 The 20 polarity-

ambiguous sentiment keywords

in mobile phone domain (POS

represents part of speech)

Word POS Word POS Word POS Word POS

(Many) Adj (Big) Adj (Improve) Verb (Decrease) Verb

(Prominent) Adj (Low) Adj (High) Adj (Sensitive) Adj

(Quick) Adj (Thin) Adj (Heavy) Adj (Decrease) Verb

(Small) Adj (Light) Adj (Increase) Verb (Miracle) Noun

(Simple) Adj (Serious) Adj (Drop) Verb (Surprise) Verb

Table 8 The 20 polarity-

ambiguous sentiment keywords

in digital camera domain

Word POS Word POS Word POS Word POS

(Many) Adj (Big) Adj (Improve) Verb (Small) Adj

(High) Adj (Low) Adj (Light) Adj (Miracle) Noun

(Quick) Adj (Little) Adj (Improve) Verb (decrease) Verb

(Decrease) Verb (Prominent) Adj (Increase) Verb (Sensitive) Adj

(Simple) Adj (Heavy) Adj (Drop) Verb (Surprise) Verb

Table 9 The 20 polarity-

ambiguous sentiment keywords

in hotel domain

Word POS Word POS Word POS Word POS

(Big) Adj (Special) Adj (Serious) Adj (Surprise) Verb

(High) Adj (Little) Adj (Increase) Verb (Drop) Verb

(Soft) Adj (Long) Adj (Low) Adj (Heavy) Adj

(Simple) Adj (Quick) Adj (Improve) Verb (Interesting) Adj

(Honest) Adj (Prominent) Adj (Decrease) Verb (Surprise) Noun

Table 10 The 20 polarity-

ambiguous sentiment keywords

in restaurant domain

Word POS Word POS Word POS Word POS

(Big) Adj (Hot) Adj (Light) Adj (Interesting) Adj

(Honest) Adj (Low) Adj (Increase) Verb (Surprise) Noun

(High) Adj (Impressive) Adj (Hard) Adj (Long) Adj

(Many) Adj (Little) Adj (Thick) Adj (Quick) Adj

(Small) Adj (Special) Adj (Hot) Adj (Prominent) Adj

Table 11 Statistics of Opinmine corpus v2

Domain # of

reviews

# of

opinions

# of unique sentiment

words

Mobile

phone

1,200 6,034 1,437

Digital

camera

1,200 9,706 1,689

Hotel 1,200 5,566 1,500

Restaurant 1,200 4,869 1,192
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-1 % on average) than our method in this experiment. We

find this is largely because of the limited coverage of the

hand-compiled patterns and lexicon. Reviews are too

flexibly given on social media or e-commerce sites for the

patterns to handle. Secondly, the PMI-based method is also

less effective (i.e., -5.8 % on average) than our method.

Study shows that the PMI equation relies on a much bigger

corpus to produce reasonable statistics. Thus, we believe

that a bigger corpus may improve the PMI-based method.

At last, the machine learning method is inferior to our

method by 4.0 % on average. Similar to the PMI-based

method, the machine learning method may rely on more

training data, which is rather difficult to obtain. As a

comparison, our method achieves around 80 % on accu-

racy with the small training corpus. From the encouraging

results, we do see a significant performance gain when the

Bayesian model is used, which justifies the advantage of

the Bayesian model in word polarity disambiguation.

Meanwhile, we believe the outperformance is due partially

to the opinion-level features as the baseline methods all use

term in matching or learning. This leads to a conclusion

that opinion-level features are more effective than the term-

level features in word polarity disambiguation.

Experiment 2: Different Bayesian Models for Word

Polarity Disambiguation

In this experiment, we intend to investigate how features

influence the Bayesian model in word polarity disambig-

uation. The following Bayesian models are implemented:

• Term-based Bayesian model (TMB): A Bayesian model

using term-level features and determining polarity of a

sentiment word with Eq. 6.

• Opinion-based Bayesian model (OPB#1): A Bayesian

model using intra-opinion features and determining

polarity of a sentiment word with Eq. 9.

• Opinion-based Bayesian model (OPB#2): A Bayesian

model using both intra-opinion features and inter-

opinion features, and determining polarity of a senti-

ment word with Eq. 15. Note that the inter-opinion

features usually play as a secondary role in word

polarity disambiguation. We do not implement the

opinion-based Bayesian model with merely inter-opin-

ion features.

Experimental results are presented in Table 13.

It can be seen from Table 13 that, with the same

Bayesian model, opinion-level features significantly out-

perform term-level features significantly in each of the four

domains. Firstly, the two opinion-level methods outper-

form the term-level method by 6.2 % in OPB#1 and by

3.7 % in OPB#2, on average. This proves that opinion-

level features are more effective than term-level features

for word polarity disambiguation. Secondly, it can be seen

that inter-opinion features improve the opinion-level

method consistently by 2.5 % on average. This indicates

that the inter-opinion features are indeed effective for word

polarity disambiguation.

Per-word performance analysis

To observe how the proposed Bayesian model performs

on individual words, we present accuracy values of three

Bayesian model-based methods on sentiment words in the

four domains, in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows that on all sentiment words, the contri-

bution of opinion-level features is consistent. This further

confirms the aforementioned two conclusions. However,

the contribution of individual words varies. For example,

OPB#1 improves TMB the most on sentiment word (seri-

ous) by 12.7 %, while the least on (thin) by 2.4 %. OPB#2

improves TMB the most on (increase) by 14.6 %, while

least on (simple) by 5.2 %. Two reasons are worth noting.

Firstly, polarity of some words can be well resolved with

term-level features (e.g., (thin)). So opinion-level features

can actually improve very little. But for other cases, e.g.,

(serious), the term-level features are rather hopeless,

whereas opinion-level features can work pretty effectively.

This leads to a significant improvement. Secondly, volume

of training data for different words varies. As the corpus is

naturally collected, it is very common for some words to

appear more frequently than others. This leads to various

accuracy levels.

We also notice in Fig. 2 that OPB#2 improves OPB#1

most on (improve) by 5.5 % while least on (high) by 1 %.

In fact, OPB#2 improves OPB#1 from 75.2 to 80.7 % on

(improve). We find in many reviews the polarity of

(improve) cannot be easily resolved with the intra-opinion

Table 12 Experimental results of different word polarity disambig-

uation methods

Domain PTN PMI ML Bayes

Mobile phone 0.749 0.761 0.781 0.829

Digital camera 0.733 0.751 0.764 0.807

Hotel 0.704 0.733 0.753 0.792

Restaurant 0.721 0.755 0.772 0.804

Average 0.727 0.75 0.768 0.808

Table 13 Experimental results of different Bayesian models

Domain TMB OPB#1 OPB#2

Mobile phone 0.728 0.804 0.829

Digital camera 0.705 0.782 0.807

Hotel 0.689 0.761 0.792

Restaurant 0.701 0.785 0.804

Average 0.746 0.783 0.808
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features alone. As a comparison, OPB#2 improves OPB#1

from 94.2 to 95.2 % on (high). This is because intra-

opinion features are powerful enough in resolving polarity

of (high). Thus, there remains very little space for the inter-

opinion features to play a further role. From the above

observation, we conclude that inter-opinion features can

effectively complement intra-opinion features in word

polarity disambiguation.

Conclusions

Contextual polarity ambiguity is an important problem in

sentiment analysis. In this work, we study this problem

with reviews. In contrast to previous work which makes

use of term-level features, we propose to resolve the

polarity ambiguity with opinion-level features. Specifi-

cally, we investigate intra-opinion features such as opinion

target, modifying word and indicative words, as well as

inter-opinion features such as correlative words in sen-

tence, discourse and application. We adopt the Bayesian

model and deal with the word polarity disambiguation task

in a probabilistic manner. Experiments using the Opinmine

corpus show that opinion-level features can make a sig-

nificant contribution in word polarity disambiguation

across the four domains.
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